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Utah State University, September 30, 1970

INFORMAL COMMUNICATION
- Leadership workshop at Colter Bay
by the Grand Tetons, put leaders and fa,ulty in an atmosphere where the)'

Leadersattend

could discu ss problem s informally. President Glen Taggart sits on the lawn
durin g a bre ak to review the days meetings with some of the students.

Carl Arrington
leaders and be used as reference
materials for faculty committies
After a 250 mile bus ride into ana the txecutive council.
the belly of Colter Bay, about 125
leaders and followers emerged
Jones Speech
for a few days of discussion and
planning for the 1970-71 school
Dr. Dan Jones spoke to the
year.
students the first night of the
Leadership
workshop is an workshop on how students can
annual event attended by student
alter his educat ion in a changing
leaders to get program organized
university society and challenged
and started; and acquaint new professors
constantly
change
leaders
with
university
their course outline to fit the
procedures
and personalities.
changing society.
This year, the workshop is under
In the evening the mass of
the direction of Dave Garrett.
authority
was · spoken to by
During the main workday of Claude Burtenshaw,
Dean of
the conference, student leaders
Students, who addressed himself
were trained in working ef- to an explanation of the ·new
fectively in groups and with "Student Code " and its evolution
others. · Engineering
the sen- and implication.
sitivity exploration and group
relation training of the students
Reported Findings
was Prof. John Cragun and Prof.
On the last day of the
Jack Kidd. After lectures and
processing
feedback
data,
students began working in small
discussion groups concerned with
various USU problems.

annual meeting
Discussion
groups
work on programs
for comingyear

16 pages

Group Discussions
The eight discussion groups
concerned
themselves
with
problems concerning the grading
system, community involvement,
general
student
difficulties ,
national
problems,
minority
students, general education and
student communications
and
public relations for USU.
The groups discussed various
aspects and related areas of their
general
problem
and made
specific suggestions on courses of
action which should be undertaken to bring about solutions.
Each group compiled a list of
problems and solutions which
will be compiJed by student

workshop, students again met in
groups and later pr ese nted their
findings to a general assembly in
the form of a repor,t or playlet.
President Glen Taggart gave
the closing
speech
of t he
workshop
concluding
that
students should get involved in
the government of the university
and get Informed on issues and
policies before criticizing the
university .
The workshop was not only
planned for discussions
and
speeches but to give the school
leaders and faculty present a
chance to get to know each other
out of the school situation .
Night dances were planned
along with other recreational
activities to allow the students
and faculty to get acquainted on
an informal basis .

Fabulous Checkmates
to 'happen' tomorrow
THE FABULOUS CHECKMATES ARE BACK!
Bobby Stevens and the Checkmates featuring "Sweet
Louie" will be happening in U.S.U.'s Fieldhouse Thursday
night, October 1, at 8 p.m. Returning by request after "turning on" last year's Homecoming audience, the Chedc°;1~tes
are coming to Logan as veterans of several top telev1s1on
performances as well as being headliners for club shows from
Las Vegas to Denver.
.
Those who attended last year's show will know the fle!dhouse will give everyone a better chance to really get mvolved . Ticket> are $2.50 for USU student.
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campusdisorders

Ut_.hState administrationgives views
on presidentialcommissionr~ports
Administration and faculty at
Utah State ag r eed that the
presidential commiss ion's report
on campus unr est will have very
little effect at USU because of
prior vents of dissent.
" I disagree with the e motional
level of the report ," sa id Physics
departm ent head Farrell
Ed. wards, chairman of the committee for th e assessment
of
undergraduate educat ion at USU.
"If
the newspap er s properly
imply the danger of civil war, the
real danger it seems to me is not
nationwide civil war, but rather a
greatly changed system of higher
education with an excelleration
of valueless change and- potentially a n e limination of the va lue
of the uni ve rsity," says Edwards.
Report Doesn't Apply
Vice-President
of Student
Affairs Claude J . Burtenshaw
felt , "the Scranton Commiss ion
report on s tuden t unrest according to the newspaper and TV
acco unt s which I hav e seen and
heard appear to me to be an indepth study of the ca mpuses

where
student
dissidence
errupted
into violence
last
spring. It seeme d to be an objective study exp laining the incidents from a broad social
perspective. I tend to agree with
their ex pl anatio n of the sit uat ions
though I'm not sure that I agree
with their suggest ion that the
President and his administratio n
can effect much to correct it . I do
ag r ee with them however, that
the admi nistra tion can exce pt in
extreme circumstances, m anage
their affairs best.
He went on to say that ,
"somethi ng must be done to
counter
act the polerization
which has developed within the
disputing parts of our society.
The commission's report seems
to recognize the polerization and
provides
a basis
for reexamination
and reunification.
Since USU has not experie nced
violenc e, disruption or iileg al
disident activity, I doubt that the
report will have much effect on
the campus admin istration or on
the st udent at USU."

National Cease-Fire

necessary for change thro~h
encouraging consulting activities
this process, most of the serious
only in so far as they aid
problems are beJng reviewed and
teaching," Edwards said .
solutions discussed and actions
"I agree with minimizing
taken where it is needed. As a
violence through better police
result,
if people
eKercise
technique and the elimination of
reasonable patience in the future
moral encouragement of militant
as they have in the pa st , I an- · dissent. However, I think that the
ticipate no serious problems at
commissioneers are naive if they
Faculty Association president . Utah State." said Durtschi.
think that stopping the Vietnam
Reed Durtschi
felt "the adShould Aid Teaching
war will quell the~e disturbances.
ministration
and the students
"I couldn't agree more comThe Vietnam War, though imhave taken quite a bit of the pletely with the number of the
portant, Is a superficial reason
action which would prevent
specific recommendations
in the
for the disturbances. The deeper
violence on our campus. Students
commission report, such as the
causes for violent dissent will·
are represented on most major
improvement
of teaching and
remain."
concluded Edwards.
administrative
committees
which make decisions affecting
the students. An und ergraduate
education evaluation committee
with student representation was
- formed some time ago and has
been
actively
engaged
in
reviewing
undergraduate
e ducation
requir eme nts and
other methods of improving the
effectiveness
with which the
university
carries
out
its
ed ucationa l function,s."
While both stude nt s and faculty
members may be founcf who ate
impatient
with
the
time
The report from President
Nixon's Commission on Campus
Unrest had asked for a "national
Cease- fire " among students,
police and politician s and urged
Nixon to lead the way.

I'dSaveA MileWith.
Proper money managemebt
will save you a lot of cool
cash by helping you keep
track of every penny you
spend. -ThriftiCheck checking accounts do it with an
up-to -the -minute ledger of
how much you're spending
and where it's being spent.
Save needless spending by
controlling it with your
own TbriftiCheck--especially designed for students
like you.

'

TONIGHT?
* Just 10c a check in books of 25
* No additional charges, ever
* No minimum balance required
* Open

your account for any amount

* Free USU checkbook cover

FIRSTNA1101VAL
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Make a date especially if you have too much
homework. W!i! can make it manageable by
increasing your reading rate at least 3 times.
The study technique we teach is efficient,
effective and thorough~a definite improvement over unorganized cramming. Schedule a
free Mini-Lesson for yourself.

MINI-LESSON

SCHEDULE

CACHECOUNTYllBRARY
Last Chance Today
Wednesday, Sept. 30
5 and 8 p.m.

I':'!
w

EVELYN WOOD
READING DYNAMICS
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Library facilities rearranged
to improve arbitrary system
One or lhe major changes made
on the univerJily campus this
year is the new filing system used
in the Merrill library .
Formerly , the books and
journals were arranged
in a
divisional system- Science and
Engineering , Humanities
and
Arts,
Social
Sciences
and
Education - so wide-spread that
the student could not find needed
books of related subjects in the
same section or even on the same

noor .
Audio-Visual

Used

Reference Modified
The reference
department,
once composed of three subject
divisions and a general reference
department, has been modified to
a single reference department
based on service and form.
A new bibliography
department has been innovated to help
students
writing papers with
footnotes and sources.
Printing Services department
located in the basement of the
library, has purchased a new

offset printing press which will be
used to print brochures
and
booklets up to 25 x 19 inches in
size.
To Do Process Work

able to publish the university
telephone books, · schedules, and
cata logues.
The department will do work
for on-campus organizations at
less cost than commercial
printers.

The department also acquired
and will be
able to do four•color process
work.
With the new press, the printing service people will be able to
print 10,000 plus copies
of
material, and will therefore be

Where '"eaten"
is fun.
1351 E. 7th N .
behind the Grocery

a folder and cutter,

dear hound

Stare

happy
belated
birthday

plenty of parking
111
open_d•~~
-!_ •

The system also had no place
for books co ntaining more than
one subject, books dealing with
new subjects such as ecology, or
arrangement
for the library 's
audio-visual

facilities.
Under the new system, the
library 's some 500,000 books will
be placed in 000 to 999 numerical
order, and the 7,500 journals and
10,000 titles of non-books (Micro film , micro-cards,
and microfiche) arranged in alphabetical
order.
The reason for the change,
according to Max Peterson of the
Materials Distribution division,
was that previously the library
had been "imposing an arbitrary
system on an already existing
system."

'Clue' reviews
USU policies
in student code
Finally, the policies for USU
are published in one volume. The
student code printed in "C lue" is
a compilation
o r previously
existing university policies according to Claude J. Burtenshaw,
dean of students.
The Institutional council approved the code on September 19,
1970. The council acted under the
direction of the new board of
higher education in Utah.
Board Requests Code
Burtensh aw said the board
request ed an updated copy of the
code from each of the nine institutions
of higher learning
under their jurisdiction .
Any changes made in the code
are clarifications or old policies.
A section on student rights is
stated. from formerly implied
policy. An explanation of law
versus campus rule was included
this year .
Burtenshaw
stressed
the
previous existance of the policy
in various places . Some parts
were located in the fraternity and
sorority rules. Others were in the
dormitory handbooks. Rules on
discipline were explained to the
people they pertained to as the
circumstances requires .

at theWILD

GRAN
'D
OPEN
.ING

Joint Committee Studied Code
Burtenshaw invited the student
otricers to collect a code about
three years ago . He finally wrote
up a copy himself when the
stladents didn't respond. Since the
state board or higher education
hu requested a code, a joint
committee has worked on the
problem .
After a two month study lime, a
copy went to the faculty and
■tudent senates for approval or
bearing ■ . It returned to the joint
committee In February. The final
approval came from the tn■Ututional council In September.

The Competition wants you, because you're
now. The now type person who wants the no",
clothing. Not scraight•laced, not mediocre ,
not tacky, and not last yea.r's over stock.
Now clothing, aow sryle, now taste, and now look.
Flare pants, now ties, now shirts, now belts , now boots
and sport coats ... with heads that know what you want.
There's only one thing thats mediocre at the
Competition .... the price. But we don't mind
if you don't .

0

0

0

0

e

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 2,
·SATURDAY, OCTO'BER3
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Editorial

[

Report disputed
Results of the President's Commission on Campus Unrest
released by the White House last weekend exhibits 359 pages
of contradictions.
In Associa1ed Press· list of highlights from the findings,
the task of quelling violence on coJlege cam puses is laid in the

lap of President Nixon.
But another highlight insists chat the autonomy of a university must be guarded and not interferred with by outside
forces.

An apparent conflict of objectives? That is evident.
Jc seems the Commission recognizes the traditional need
for a university to remain autonomous , but wants to insure the

right of sending the military , if necessary, to put down violence
on the nation's campuses.
Fears of anothe r incident such as experienced last spring at
Kent Seate and Jackson State seenr co be foremost in the minds
of the Commission, leading to an inability to reach any definite
conclusion on what can be done co curb campus violence.
It now app ears that we students will be left with the task
of seeing that Kent State and Jackson State never happen again.
But the task is not easy.

Further violence on Uni ted States campuses could throw
Middle Class America into a frenz y with results that could
force them to get completely out of control and make the col•
lege campus into more of il battleground than an institution
of learning.

sati;ating your heart out

---------------Carl

As nature would have it, tastebuds are
usually in bloom in the autumn months and
the 1970 USU studentbody is proof of that
fact.
Last weekend, over 100 university leaders
met at Colter Bay, Wyo., to have their epicurian spirits put to the test by a cafeteria
chef who is either a sadist or has an eternal
cold . . . either way the man has no taste.
The following parapraphs are the biased
impressions of a food critic who ate six meals
at the Colter Bay Lodge and lived to tell
about it:
DIARY EXERPTS
September 25, 1970
"T he three-day shindig was kicked off
this evening with what some liberally call a
dinner. Tonight's meal consisted of poorlypotatoed starch, cantalope that had done battle with frost and lost, and a mysteriously
disguised meat.
"T he only thing which made the meal
pallatable was the hum anit arian thought that
some horse in Wyoming had the pleasure of
dying of old age before butchered for human
consumption.
"Leaders also had the awesome option
of having fish which tasted like they were
leftovers from the miracle of the fishes and
the loaves. Odds are that at least the milk was
that of cows.
"During the meal, it felt like my stomach
was engaged in the boogaloo and the indiges tion which has resulted is much like having the
Woodstock festival take place in my digestive
tract. Meals at Colter Bay Lodge are not for

Survey--------------------~

The Campus Unrest Commission is not without redeeming
factors, though : Conclusions that persons who bomb and are
violent are criminals, and police or military who shoot or assault
students are also criminals , is something that has needed to be
b_rought into the open for some time .
While it has been understood by youths and some open
minded adults that the police are not infallible and above reproach for crimin al acts, the Commission findings now bring it
before persons who have refused to admit that police and military could do no wrong.
Another section of the Commission's findings worth note
is that recommending no arms be used on campus unless there
is armed resistance . let's just pray this recommendation is heeded
by all who control the military or police units.
Let's also pray there in an end to violence on the part of
students and police this year. Remember, peace is what it's all
about.
--CEIRTS PEDERSON

Readers write

Arrington
the squeemish."
September 26, 1970 1:40 t>-m,
"This morning I bad the difficult moral
dilemma of staying in bed and enduring frostbite and chancing the loss of a finger, or arising and eating a hearty caf~teria breakfast
and risking an entire organ. Being a gambling
man, I ate breakfast in the face of the tre•
mendous odds against my success.
"Breakfast consisted basically of two
yolky, slimey eggs and hashbrown potatoes
which had, no doubt, been resurrected from
the previous meal's spuds. Most of the food
was dead.
"At lunch I got the impression that I had
eaten this meal before. I was right.
"I have assumed from this experience that
food poisoning is a painfully slow process .
since I am still breathing after four meals. I
think my luck is running out, it's dinnertime."
LATER THAT NIGHT ...
"I think I have just eaten my last suf per
and I am getting weaker. If my condition
should become fatal, my last testiment is in
rhe top of my desk. I have met the enemy and
he is in my stomach. Never say die.
"P.S. I think it was the "Breaded Surprise ."
The reviewer returned to Zion with a
serious cardiac condition in the form of heart•
burn and is getting better.
Caution: If you see a "Colter Bay Food
Service" truck in the area, please lock up
dogs and small children for their own protection and call the local authorities. The life
you save q,ay be your own.

new left disint grating J.
The campus New Left is collapsing, according
to a survey of 50 colleges and hundreds of student

leaders conducted recently by the League for
Industrial Democracy. In its report on the
survey, entitled "The Student Movement 1970," the League found that:
"What once was a more or less unified
movement, following a widely accepted
leadership, with uniform goals, is now a melange
of grouplets, projects , and styles with no shared
sense of direction, and very often with profound
and even bitter Internal differences."
Among the reasons for the New Left's decline,
the report states, is the growing isolation of the
New Left from the mainst ream adult
movements for social change - a process that
began as early as 1964but became dramatically
visible at the 1969 convention of Students for a
Democratic Society. There "one faction (the
minority) expelled a ho5,tile majority, creating
two, three, then many SDSs."
Some Favorable

Neutrality --------------------•-___
-------------· The survey found that only 18.5 percent of the

Editor:
. Since U:ah State University has a policy of political neutrality ~n<l non-rec ogni tion of "political action" groups, I was
surpr ised to see posters annou ncing ASUSU co-sponsorship with
the Youth Democr ats of a speech by Democratic Senator Frank
Moss.
This is a flagrant violation of '' neutrality. "
/The university, since it is not following its stated policy,
should change it and recognize 11 political action" groups as re~
commended by the Leadetship Conference of USU.
Larry Monroe
Forest Recreation Major

MANAGING EDITO~
PAM TAYLOR '

ADVERTISING M(iR.
~t,11~ \ fRESl!PElt

--~-~·~·•···1
:r'~

News Editor .
.....................;.,.~...
H~nstn
Copy Editor .
.. .......... Pramod Kulkarni
Sports Editor
........:... Greg Hansen
Photographer
. .....
· ... Al Reiner
Asst News Editor ..
......,..................... .. Tami .Whitalcet
Asst Sports Editor .......................... ·........... ' Presto(\ Peterson
•

P1,1bli1h•dtrl•••H~ . d11,IIIC)the Cc:hoot
, ,_.,
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students interviewed responded favorably to the
New Left, while another 18 percent were mildly
favorable .
While student sympathy for the New Left as a
movement is declining , the survey found, large
numbers of students have absorbed aspects ot
New Le!t ideology. Thus, 54 percent of the
student$ bterviewed agreed with the statement:
Material am.-e
and the facade of
democraiy have made the majority of
Americans incapable of undeni.ndtna or
working for meaningful social cb..,.eo.
Precisely because of the charade of
freedom, we live under the most oppre■alve
kind or social system - subtle though It may

be.

CHRI S PEDERSON
EDITOR IN CHIEF

by th · Auocl•l-4
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A major reason for this attitude, the -report
suggests, is that it reflects an elitist distrust of
ordinary peopJe that is widespread among
....,college students - whether New Left or con....
·ae~~Uve.
•
•
•'.
-'--' ~nolh•r m,Jor lindln3 cited (n the report Is the
'" dliieNipancit between
the political alignment of ·
•; stuailt new ■papera; wftlcb are .usually self,
' controUed, and siudent governments elected .
from the entire student body.

:'
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The l'eporl 1tates that at many collesu "th... ;
.favorable 1q the New Left c011trol and mue ,:.
m~qf (be c«inpuaalthoUtfl
lbej'baYf fallld IQ'ff ·
'1111n
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survey
iscovered "more elected student
governm nts which are either mainstream
liberal
or conservative
than ... student
newspap rs In either of these categories."
The sul-vey also found that:Whlle the 0 New
Polltlct" movement Is generally held In high
esteem It ls by no means the dominant force
among student electoral acUvlsts. Althouab
only 25 percent or the students Interviewed
could ~e classified as New Polltlu sup-,
porters, 75 percent Indicated they planned to
be Involved In the 1970elections.
Private Institutions and schools with black
studies programs
report
the most
separatism, the least tension and the leaat
Improvement In race relaUons. Publlc ln•
stltutlons, which In general have a hl&ber
Negro enrollment than private ones,
report~d less separatism, greater tension,
and more Improvement In race relations.
Support for Israel among student leaden
seems to be eroding under the Impact or neo,.
lsolatlonlsm and pro-Arab propaaanda.
Thlrty'"51xpercent were In sympathy wltb
lsraet, l 10 percent were pro-Arab, and 54 .
percent ne.utral. Ftrty~laht percent did not
want t~• U.S. to set Involved.
The L~D report found the student movement
"in a sqtte of ambituity, confusion and reappraisal,' from which it could move in three
directio s:
Eirst, 'some unforeseen crisis might give new
Ufe to th se who advocate world revoluUon and
practice petty arson ."
Secon , "disorientation and defeat could
exhaust e oludent left entirely, openln& the
way for a return to an era of conservatlam
remlnis nt of the 1950s."
Finall • the student movement may "be
revived around a new program and a new
phllosop y which Is solidly based on democratic
values.

•1
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ministrati on during summer
quarter . He complete d bachelors
and masters
of business adminlstra tion degrees
at the
University of Utah before earning a Ph.D In finance at the
Univ ersity of Illinois.
student
he was a graduate
· Joseph K. Papenfuss will teach
assistant
in the mathematics
ln the Depart~ent
of Business
department.
Administration Winter Quarter.
Allen F. Simkins has accepted
Mr. Pap enf us s expects to coma position as assistant prof esso r plete a doctor of business adin the Department of Accounting.
ministration degree in January
A 1969 graduate of USU, Mr.
at Indiana University . He is the
Simkins rec eived a masters
assistant to the director of the
degree in 1970 from Brigham
Graduate school of Savings and
Young uni versity. While at BYU
Loan. He has taught business
he was a graduate assistant. Mr.
cla sses at the University of Utah
Simkins will be teaching severa l and a teaching associate for two
sections
of introductory
ac•
years at Indiana .
counting.
Joining the Department
of
Paul A. Randle joined the
Business Education is Harold R.
Department
of Business
AdWallac e.

,ness college profs
Galleryf1atu~e_s Busi
to teach in otherdepts
one-man exh1b1t
by local painter
Landscapes

of Utah

and the

Southwest by a Utah artist, Dean
Fausett, are being featured in an
exhibit opening at the USU
Library Gallery. The show will
continue through Oct. 16.
The one•man show is on loan to
USU from the Art Project of the
Bureau of Reclamation

The paintings have been commissioned by the Union Pacific
Railroad and deal with the attacks
on the
ea rly
transcontinental trains by the Plains
Indians.

and will

be exhibited at USU prior

to
being displayed in the National
Gallery, Washington, D.C.

Lake Powell Shown
Mr . Fausett's paintings of the
Lake Powell area are included in
the show . The Lake Powell series
will be shown to the public for the
fint time at USU. Other paintings. commissioned by Terracor
of Salt Lake City, depict the
Powell expedition which explored
the Colorado River.
Mr.
Fausett , a leading
American realist, has studios in
Dorset , Vt., and New York City.
The artist began painting in the
New England
states,
and
numerous prominent museums
and collectors have purchased
bis landscapes
and
fjgure
paintings.
His
now-famous
"Derby View,'' a New England
landscape, was selected by the
late
President
Dwight
Eisenhower for his White House
study.
Famous Portraits
The artist's portrait in oil of
President
Eisenhower
now
belongs
to the Eisenhower
Medical Center. Mr. Fausett also
has p.ainted
the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor, Grandma
Moses and former Secretary of
Agriculture Ezra T. Benson.
Mr. Fausett
recently
was
selected by "Art News" as one of
the "Ten
Best Painters
in
America."
He received
the
Carnegie International Prize and
the Franklin S. Harris Award of
Merit in 1969 at the Brigham
Young university.
He was a
founder and president
of the
Southern Vermont Art Center.
Mr. Fausett
is currently
painting two large panels for the
entrance of the Whitney Gallery
of Western Art, Buffalo Bill
Historical Center, Cody, Wyo.

SixUtahState
profs selected
for natl honor

An expanded faculty in the
College of Business at Utah State
University includes five teachers
in four departments.
Dr. James B. McDonald joins
the staff as an assistant professor
of economics. A native of Logan ,
Dr . McDonald
recevied
a
bachelor's and master 's degree
from USU in mathematics.
The Colleg es of Agriculture and
Busine ss will have Dr. Mc•
Donald; he will be teaching
econometrics,
mathematical
economics and economic theor y
Fall Quarter . While at USU as a

----------------
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Six Utah State professors have
~en selected to appear in the 1970
edition of Outstanding Educators
ot America.
Named for their civic and
professional
achievements
are
Dr. W .S. Boyle, professor of
1>9tany; Howard M. Carlisle,
a,sociate professor and head of
the department
of business administration;
Dr.
John
R.
Cragun, associate professor of
b~siness and psychology;
Dr.
Apstin E. Fife, professor
of
languages;
Ralph
Matesky,
ptofessor of music; and Dr . W.
W. Smith, professor of bacteriology and public health .
The Outstanding Educators of
America is an annual program
designed to recognize and honor
men and women
who have
distinguished
themselves
by
exceptional
service,
achievements and leadership in
education.
Former Vice-President Hubert
Humphrey, who wrote the introductory message for the 1970
edition, says of the men and
women included, "As we honor
these teachers, we are reminded
of their awesome duty. As they
have our confidence , we must
give them the tools to wage
Jefferson's
'crusade
against
ignorance'. With men and women
like these we know that our faith
in educatio n has not been
misplaced."
Guidelines for selection include
an educator's
talents
in the
classroom,
contributions
to
research,
administrative
abilities
and any civic and
professional
recognition
previously received.

custom shirt-jac
for the all-male male
1
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CLOTHES FOR EVERYONE
4th North at Second East
Free parking at entrance
Open daily IO A.M. to 7 P.M.
Friday night 'till 9:00 P.M.
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The Utah State Board of Higher Education
toda y announced that final steps have been taken
to increase access to the State funds set aside by

the Legislature

St:at:efunds
increased

for guaranteed

student loans.

S. Bertell Bunk er, Associate Commissioner for
Business Affairs for the Utah System of High e r
Education said that a ruling by the Utah At-

Government

Guarantee

torney Genera l's office had opened a new aven ue
to Utah lending institutions in using the federal
program.
A lending institution now has a choice of two
alte rnative approaches to the student loan funds.
They may bor r ow directly from the State Board
of Higher Education. Such a loan is secured by a
pledge of a one-third interest in the guaranteed
student loan. Or under the new ruling, they may
sell to the Board a one-thi rd interest in the loans .
Government Guarantee
Federal
Government
guarantees
of loan
principal and interest apply to both Plans.
"Our purpose in making this change has been
to encourage wider participation in the program
and make more funds avai labl e for needy
students," Associate Commissioner for Business
Affairs for the Utah System of Higher Education
said that a ruling by the Utah Attorney General's
office had opened a new avenue to Utah lending
institutions in using the federal program.
A lending institution now has a cho ice of two
alternative approaches to the st udent loan funds.

Funds set aside
f9r guaranteed
students loans

They may borrow directly from the State Board
of Higher Education . Such a loan is secured by a
pledge of a one-third interest in the guaranteed
stU.dent loan . Or under the new ruling, they may
sell to the Boar d a one-third interest in the loans.

"Our purpose in making this change ha s been
to encourage wider participation in the program
and make more funds available
for needy
students,"
Associate
Commissioner
Bunker
said.
Federal statutes limit the amount of debt a
financial institution is permitted to carry. The
new loan-purchase
provision gives additional
lending power to the financial institution without
increasing its outstanding debt.
18,000 Loans Given
Up through the first of August, some 68 Utah
lending institutions
had participated
in the
student loan program. They have made in excess
of 18,000 student loans at an average of nearly

$900each.
"Th is new procedure should help to make
available
additional
credit within the state
without changing the secured position of the
Board or overly increasing the pressures on the
lending institutions,"
Bunker said.

THECHECKMATES
A'RECOMIN'G!!
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SPORTSWfAP®
Weekender2 Pc Suot

Bobby
Stevens
And The Checkmates
THE WEEKENDER . .. FOR EVERY DAY
It's like nothing you've ever seen before, but the
styling is so right you' ll want to wear the Weekender by h.i.s every day. Flapped pockets and the
fashion-right belt are all butto ned. keeping the
lines trim and neat. In a wide, exciti ng range of
fabrics and shades.
$30 to $50.

.FEATURING!"Sweet louie"

Thurdsay, Oct. l - 8 p.m. Fieldhouse
'U.S.U. Students $2.50
General Admission ·$3.00

KEITH

O'BRIEN

29 South Main
'Logan

L---------------J
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TICKETS AVAII.ASlE AT U.S.U. TICK·ET OfflCE, U.C. 1st fll.OOR
DOWNTOWN AT SMITHS, FQTS AND COMPETITION

Presented By ASUSUwith I.F.C., Panhelienic

SIZE

NtwPotatoes~:::;
0

SIZE

lS-01 .

'

S aTrader
Chunk
Tuna
C rnation
Chunk
Tuna
G IafIn Dessert5

6\11-01 .

lS-01 ,

I

6 ½-oz .

J,IIWoll
All Flo,on

N IIeysCh"I'
II

L cerneCanned
Milk
GeenGiantNiblets

Farm Fresh

<etn•

16-or .

3-01 .

pk91 .

13◄ 1..

~"'

12-ot .

1

I

15-01 .

Wllh
Ho+ o,·~"'
. .. "lo,

1.89-24 3.69 Highway
AppleSauce
1.92 24 3.84
3.84 48 14.99 Canned
Potatoesta-;-.:~· 1.99 24 3.95
Soup~:::;.:~
:t 11ov.-01 1.441~8 5,_(,~
3.99148 15.89 Tomato
1.00 24 1.95 (titGreenBeans~:7.
.
2.7'1_!4 -~-At
,
3.96124 1 7.92 FancyGreenPeas~::;. -2.-49~i t 4~ !_fCorn~~~"..";;:·:::I 2.49i-;l~~ .t.sCJ
2.04148 7.99 Golden
·.
Cling
p
eaches
'!-::· 3.84•2~ 7.59 ·"'
2.76. 24 5.49
16-oi .

1~011 .

I

Tow"
Sliud Ho""
o, Ho/oo,

1Safeway Superb

Sterling Brand

I

Holiday Boneles~ :,-.,,

' ·FancyFryers 'Ground
Beef PorkChops FrankfurtersBar-SHams
U.S.D.A. Inspected For
Whol.someneu
and Graded

-;;;.,_,

Whol,

.

£!m:!l:ii
lb
.:"./

35'

FryerThighs:.:::,'.•
... 56'
FryerDrumsticks
::..,
... 56'
FryerBreasts~-·
... 76'
21
ComishHens::;:;,.~:::i.A
~
86°

Family Pock
First & Center Cut Chops

Buy Any Size Package You Need
At This Low Price Per Pound

J1

A

~

Skinlen Frank s

Cudahy

- Fully Cooked

lb.59'9 lb.68' iJ";59'• ~:i:09

BeefShortRibs:::::::,• .. 49'
ChuckRoast~'.;:;
~..~ ...... .. S9'
~~ 781)
SlicedBacon~~
link Sausage :;::-~i. .. '~:sai
1

1..

ChunkBologna:;•;;;;.., .. S9'
GroundChuck;:·:.:~w~::u.,.
" 73'
LambRibChopsi,';;
... 1.19
FishSticks~":w':·~:·
~:!'• .. SB'

- RECENTLY
REDUCED
EVERYDAY
LOWDISCOUNT
PRICES
RoundSteaks~':s'
_;::_c1,c,1c. u,. 1.19 SlicedBacon::;·;:~., ~ - IS'
Baronof Beef~~~~";"~,u,. 1.29 SlicedBacon::::~::. :t:: 89'
CannedHams:::::;;;
.;- S ;:";4.98 TomTurkeys::~;:~"'!:~ u.. 49¢

1l~i(11l):i,1
ld;~f;l1:M(41jm1:1

"

Banana Pecan
Layer Cakes

,a,

Two luuio ,n layer1 of Bonano Coke W ith A Sliced Bonano
& Pecan Filling Covered With Buttercreom Icing

•

~

Golden Ripe

Idaho Russet

Bananas

Potatoes
U.S. No. 2 Selected

fewoy Produce ...

20 ~~ 88c
RidDeliciousApples:.'.";... 27•
RedTokayGrapes
.._ 22'
FreestonePeaches:::::-· ,. 30'
yellowOnions~ I ,
• .:.
38'
CrispGolden
Carrots 2 :, lS'
BananaSquash:;::.
,. 6'

1,,;;;:, '
mail

'-'.:'.I

Always Best

DriedPrunes~,:,:;;:~ 2 .: 68'
Honeydew
Melons:.::::::•
,_. 38'
SeedlessRaisins::,:;:•~•~: 48'
♦range Juke~~,!.. -

frange Juice:;.-.:..
rapelruitJuice!:'

!: '8~
94'

=•s•

"":

10'

Aa,.,2 IIJ.
Pounds

Glazedor SugarDoughnuts,., S•
CoffeeCakes~:;·-•
•;:: 72'
DanishButterhoms
•·• 12'
BoxedCookies::::.';' 4 :;::;11
CrispHardRolls
12,.,4S'
~i 34~
RyeBread:1u~~~:",:~~1
·~·;48~
BananaNutLoaf

lb.12'

Cranshaw
Melons
•

SUPER
SAVERS
AppianWayPina Mix-"
'::;:34' Kraft Dinner
28P
libby's RedSalmon '';: l.12 KleenexTowels:;-~~ '"7.:41'
AlcoaAluminum
FoH;:-,'. ,.. W
DintyMoareBeefStew '';:: 68'
PeanutButter;::
~: : 87'
KaiKanDogFood;'.';;'''';:: 32'

fr1,1,1Coc:ktoil. Creom Corn,
Gr"n Bean1, Sp;noch , Peo1 ,
Tomotoet

L,mo &.an1. Stewed

SAFEWAY LOW
DISCOUNT

.PRICE

~co

.. ol24

(12 cont.

Chili Becint , Pinto, Red Kidney,
Garbanzo, Blockeye Peo1, Hominy,
New Po101oe1, GrNn Peo1
or Pork & fl.eon1

Cream O' Th• Crop - Extra large

•

2 19)

Highway
Canf
oods

GradeAAEggs

~·'"c::.~-3
99 ~
·v dozen51'
(Extro Lorge · do1 . 53 cJ

..;.: 76'
LemonCreamPies
CherryCream·Tarts "'.:::15'
CheeseCakeSupreme 7.::98'
Pumpkin Pies

•

Delicious flavor

FROZEN
FOODS

==~''",;~ At DiscountPrices

SAFEWAY LOW
DISCOUNT
PRICE

DelMonteCanfoods

lop~d
Wl<h
Too:~
~;;;"

ciE:il
"~•
-<•"·
~

. Co1eof24
(1'2 con1 • l.89 )

3 69
•

Comon tho-CoD:::':

•,:: 43'
Bel-airChtny Pies
><;:39'
ScotchTrecitGreen.Peat'.':::
~ IS•
Bel-airPotatties:'.:~.. :;.: 39'
OrangeJuice::,~•
";:,: 3S'
Bel-airGrapeJuice
-;:: 19'
Strawberries:;:~
, ~~ 25'
Bel-airCreamPies :~:., '";: 30'
Bel-airWaffles':::.~
·
•;:;
· 12'
RhodesBread:.:~:-;:;:; ..!-:!,
61'
CheeseCake~·:w~
.., '~.·.96i

DISCOUNT
PRICES
MaltOWheatBread::,:;' ::; 39'
BavarianRyeBread:!::" :!, 30'
TwinRolls~\,H,v•
·:..-: 37'
EnglishMuffins::'.~... ::'~36'

I Saved $2.51
o,,.,-t1,o,.ofn,

.21 ...,,

,....r1e
,,.,.,U .Jll.ou

0 1 S..f•wo70hc,nc,O-lt.t.-MOjc,tfc,odSt<>t•.

Mrs. Ruby Hansen
Pocatello, Idaho
fc,(h Shoppj"9 Int h ,..u,t.eftllcc,1..d 17 An
lnd•pendenllt...,,chfl,,,,_

DISCOUNT
PRICES
FormicaFloorShine "~:;.1.09
FormicaFloorShine ·::.:..
t.S6
WooliteLiquid
:.::~1.17
WooliteLiquid
::::.73'
Donuts :~:~.

~

31'

Cookies~~';~;.!::~
~ - ~~ Sl~
MapleRolls:;..,,.,
'':::~43'
SweetRolls:;._w::~
·rw
.., 1':;· 47'
Safeway Discount Stores
In All Of These Towns 1
• Sa lt Lake City, •Granger, *Magna ,
*Sandy,
• Bountiful , •Midvale,
*Taoele, *Orem, Mt. Plea 1ont ,
Heb er City, Roasevelt , Richfield,
*Price, Paysan , • vernal, •st. Georg e,
Spanish Fork, Cedar City, *Provo ,
• Lagan , • Ogden , Tremonton , *Brigham City, •Layton, *Roy, • Murray ,
NEVADA - Ely, • Elko. WYOMING - Kem.,,erer, Evanston, Rock
Spring ,.
Thit Advertlwment
Effective
Thrv Ne1tl Sundoy.

•Jhese

Stores Open Sunday
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

USU Biochemist

Skujins in Japan
John J. Skujlns,
associate
professor of bacteriology
and
public health , spent two weeks of
September
attending
symposiums and institutes in Japan.
Representing
the Ecology
Center at USU at the International
Symposium
on
Hydrogeochemistry
and
Biogeochemistry
in Tokyo, Dr.
Skujins presented a paper in the
biogeochemistry of soils sessions
entitled
"Persistence
of Enzymatic Activities in Soils." He
and a University of California at
Berkeley
faculty
member
represented the United States in
soil biochemistry
at the 23country conference.
The first symposium of its kind,
the conference served to lay a
foundation
for future
sym-

Extensioncreditclasses
get underway this week
Art, English and engineering are some or th e subjects to be taught
fall quarter through the Extension Classwork Division . The e vening,
credit courses begin this week in conjunction with regular classwork
at the university.

A course in the production of instructional materials (IM 165) will be
taught by Dr. Don C. Smellie . Designed as a practical approach to the
production of creative visual materials, the course will be of interest
to teachers. Enrollment is limited to 18 stud e nts , Dr. Smellie added ,
and will meet from 4: 30-7: 30 p .m . Monday in Library room 204.
Freshman English (Eng . I) will be taught Wednesdays 7-10p.m . in
the Library. A childrens ' literature course (Eng. 122) will be taught by
professor Lynn Mortensen Tuesday 7-10p.m. in Library room 408.

'S'KA'NCHY'
'S 'MEATS
1

Our'EveryDayPrices
Sirloin Steak
lib Steak
Round Steak
Rump Roost

99~

Ground Beef ...... ...... .55
T-Bone .... .............. $1.09
Chuck -Steak-........... . .55
Pot Roast .......... ...... .49
Pori< Chops .... ........ .. .99
Bacon ....................... .. 49
fryers ..... .................. .35

lb.

tJ

Hang
®
Ten
is here.

Ceenie's Shoppe

4th North
Stiopping•Center

better
contro
ofyour
mone
Wallet-style

Above all else a First
Security checking account
gives you better, more
systematic control of your
money. It shows exactly
what you spent and who
received the money.

All Miller's USDAChoice :Beef
Can you remember when meat
was less than $1.00 per lb.?

posiums to include representatives
from
engineering,
agriculture, ecology and public
health. Dr. Skujins said "The
cooperation
from associated
sciences is needed in the study of
pollution."
Dr. Skujins stayed in Japan an
extra week at the invitation of the
coordinators of the Institute for
Agricultural Research at Tohoku
University, Sendai, Japan.
While teaching under a joint
contract frorn bacteriology, soils
and meteorology at USU, the
professor has worked with the
NSF-sponsored
international
biome program on the Logan
campus. His presentation to the
agricultural
institute
was a
descriptive report of the western
desert area, subject of the biome
project.

A First Security Bank
CHECKING ACCOUNT gives you

An upper division manufacturing engineering course, Principals of
Numerical Control (ME 153), is being offered as an evening class.
Professor Karl Somers will teach the class Wednesdays 7-10p.m. in the
Technology Building room 104. Painting Studio (Art 127 and 227) is
being offered Tuesday 6:30-9:30 p.m. in Main 302. Both levels will be
taught by Professor Ev Thorpe.
Enrollment for extension evening classes should be handled prior to
the beginnin g of class in Agricultural Science Building room 105.
Tuition for each of these three hour classes is SI ◄ per credit hour.

September30, 1970

Our service does the
bookkeeping for you-for
it includes a detailed
statement with an
accurate day-to-day
record of al) checks paid
and deposits made. Your
cancelled checks are
returned to you-and
become legal proof of
payment

as well as a

convenient record at

income tax time.

Folding-style

Here's what you receive FREE!
A generous supply of checks

imprinted with your name and
address. You have a choice of

FREE
FREE

an individual or a joint account.
Onl y one signature is required
on checks.

A handsome wallet-style

checkbook or a folding-style
checkbook.

Depooit slips, too, are imprinted
. with your name and address.
Deposit can be made by mail.

FREE

We pay postage and supply
the envelopes.
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photos by al reiner
The photographs in this essay were taken
by Al Reiner, Student Life photographer , a\
this year's College of Natural
Resourses
picnic .
The event was held in the Logan Canyon
for the purpose of aquainting the college's students, faculty and their families with one ano•
ther in an informal atmosphere.
Activities included a talk by Dean Botts,
college head , a facultfstudent volleyball game
with exibitions of axe throwing , speed chopping and two-men sawing competitions.

A

ROSS
HUNTER
PRc,IXJCllUN

AIRPORT
BURT
DEAN
LANCASTER•
MARTIN
JEAN
SEBERG
JACQUELINE
BISSET
GEORGE
KENNEDY
HELEN
HAYES
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE
TECH NICOLOR"

Produced
r,=i'IAL

l!:!J

in

TODD AO •

L AGESAOMITTED
Goncr~IAucllenco1

~

NOW!
Adults $2.25
Children 75c
'feature Times
7:00 - 9:30

Capitol
Howabouta
WELCOM
'E
BACK!

mini-'Bandido
at

l:ET U'S TACKLE YO'UR1D'RY
Cl:EANING & LAUND'RYNEEDS

Drive-in
Window?

Services Available
*Professional Dry Oeaning
*Budget Dry Cleaning
*Shirt Laundry
*Alterations
*Reweaving

27last4th North
NEXTTO ALBERTSON'S

90E.4th
N.
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ONCAMPUS
BUZZERS - More than 3,000
yearbooks are still available to
students who attended all three
quarters at USU last year. These
books are unreserved and will be
given out on a first-come-firstserved basis at the Buzzer Office
in the University Center, today to
students paying a reservation
fee. Students who did not attend
three quarters
must pay additional charges.

CARNIVAL- Here's a chance
for all female students to get
together at the AWS circuscarnival this Saturday. Fun and
games for everyone. The event
will kickoff with a breakfast at 7
a.m. in the Nelson fieldhouse .
DEMOCRATS
Senator
Frank E. Moss will address all
interested students in the FAC
· Oct. 6, 9:30 a.m. The event is
sponsored

Democrats
students.

by

and

th e

Young

Associated

SCHOLARSHIPS
The
Ministry of Education
(Monbusho) is offering scholarships to
six American students who wish
to st udy at a Japanese university
as research students under the
Monbusho Scholarship Program
for the 1971 academic year. Information and application forms
are
availab le
from
Vice
Pr eside nt Burtenshaw's
office,
Main 102,an d must be returned to
the Consulate General of Japan,
1601 Post Street, San Francisco,
California , 94ll5.

NAVAL CANDIDATES - A
Naval Aviation
Information
Team From the Naval
Air
Station ·, Alameda,
Calif. , is
scheduled to visit Utah State next
Monday through Thursday
to
discuss opportunities for young
men interested in a program
leading to a commission as a
Naval Officer and pilot or flight
officer training.

MISSIONARY REUNIONS DEMOCRATS The llSU
The Northern States Mission will
Young Democrats will hold their
hold a reunion Friday, 7 p.m. at
first meeting Monday, October 5
the Holiday Third Ward Chapel,
at 7:30 p.m. in UC 329. All in•
2600 E. 4800 So., Salt Lake City.
terested person s are invited to
The California South Mission
attend.
will hold its reunion Saturday, 3
p.m. at the president's house,
ANGEL FLIGHT - There will
2382 Beacon Dr., Salt Lake City.
be a te.,aSunday between 3: 30 and
Spanish .Amer ican and Texa s
5 p.m . in the Juniper Lounge .
South Missions will have their
Tryouts will be Monday in the
reunion on the BYU campus in
Skyroom at 5 p.m.
the Joseph Smith Building. room
179, at 8 p.m.
ALPHA
KAPPA
PSI
Northern Indian Mission will
Members and pledges are urged
hold their re uni on this Friday at
to meet Thursday , Oct. I, 6 p.m.,
7:30 p.m. at the Garden Heights
in the Sunburst Lounge for an
Ward , 2220 Fi sher Lane , Salt
organizational meeting.
Lake City.
California
Mission r eu nion
(Rasmussen group) will have a
MASS MEETING - Student
reunion this Friday. Check ~the · Mobilization Committee to End
the War in Vietnam (SMC) will
Salt Lake papers for time and
ha ve a mass meet tonight at 7:30
plac e.
in the Juniper Lounge. All in•
BOWLERS-Tryouts
for m ens
terested students wishing to work
and womens 1970•71USU varsity
to end the war shou ld attend.
bowling teams begins today at 4
Membership
in SMC is not
p.m. All interested bowlers are
.reqUired.
urged to meet in the Aggie Bowl.
SWIM FOR 15 CENTS - All
college students can swim at the,
Logan Municipal Pool, . Tenth
North and First East, each
evening between six an4 nine
until Oct. 4.
· \

SWIM CLUB who' likes to swim
sW)m once, twice or
week. Special rates
to those interested.

For anyo~e ,
and plans to
more times a
are ava ilable
Call 752·8686.

Physicaleducationdept.
scheduleswaivertests
Swimming (Men and Women)
Wednesday , October 7, 5:30 p.m.
Thursday, Oc_tober 8, 5: 30 p.m.

Wedne sday , October 7, 12:30 p.m.
Satur day , October 10, 8:00 a.m.
Friday ,~October 16, 12:30 p.m .

:·•·························
Anniversa.

Saturday,

To get your 100 photostamps, simply cut 1he
name Swingline from
any Swinglinc package .
Enclose photo (which
will be returned) with
cash, check or money•
order for S 1 and send It
with the coupon below.

m

-Swingline

~1£~~
1
:~::'Laritcr

!

~:~t~BH~\~:~ronlySl.6~
Uncondition11lyguar1nlCCd. Al
stationery, Yaricty, and book stores.

/,.

-•

INC.
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Wednesday, Octob~r 14,12:30 p .m.

Wednesday, October 21,12:30 p.m.
Saturday, October 24, 9:00 a.m.

s...in~l1nc

Photo-- s1am~. Dep1.

P.O. Box 1126, Woodside, N.Y.11317
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I
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Yau need Life Style to gef rid off that eariy morning blah feeling. Yau don't
need Student Life. You don't need Outlaak. They're for something else altogether . Life Style will have refreshing, entertaining articles that will make your
whole day and the on-coming weekend worth looking forward to. Ufe Style

Lwill malkeyou yourself again .

_JIJ

[11,fNo,f/».tr.-,J ~

:

-

I

I ~,7,~~~~~~:~'{.,f~~~~M):i;~~~~~- ~:~ ur

,-----This Friday, wake up
to a magazine with
a whole new style.

Sale

: .........................

m
m

Smd DI any pbotognpb
... black & white or
color, of yourself, your
family, friends, pets,
anything ... :i.nd we'll
send you 100 gummed,
perforated, stamp.sized
pictures. You'll find
many uses for them ..
seal' or sign your letters,
identify l>ooks and records. Use them for datcb:i.it. or just for fun .

)1-0l)Sl<l~YIIIOI

r lfs
~

mONLY$1

_s, ...•-_L,_

Sarorday

l:I ! 'l

[aoNIOO

···········
STAMPS

October 17, 8:00 a.m.

Friday and

-0 -~

~YOUR
···········
PHOTO

~~~n:~

Saturday, October 17, 9:00 a.m.

INDIA STUDENTS Your
association will screen the film,
"Dhool
Ka Phool ," in the

"'"'1,;u-w,1·

TOTStapler

Men's Basic Physical Education

SENIORS - The senior class
officers are seeking seniors to fill
various committee
positions;
including chairman
of senior•
sponsored
activities
for the
school year. Fill out your ap•
plication forms at the activity
center or information desk .

RHODES SCHOLARSHIPS Applications are now avllilab le at
Dr . Em~nhiser's
office Ap·
plication s must be made no later
than Oct. 5 in Main 248.

-

Wednesday. October 14, 5:30 p.m .

Women's Baste Physical Education

SOPHOMORE
The
. sophomore counc il will soon be
chosen - will they choose you?
Not if you don't apply at the
activity center with a standard
application form.

m1m1

It's easy! Buya

Tuesday , Octo ber 13, 5:30 p.m .

KNIGHTS - You will have your
fitst meeting tomorrow, 6 p.m. in
the senate chambers. Be there.

INTERESTED IN MUSIC? In pop, rock, classical mus\c or
lectur es? Apply for the fine arts
committee. Applications avilable
at the activity center.

POTENTIAL GRADS - The
dates
for testing
potential
graduate
school stu dents has
been
'anno unc ed
by
the
Educational
Testing Service.
First testing will be Oct . 24 with
registration
due Oct. 6. Late
registration will be accepted until
Oct . 9 with a $3 late fee. No
guarantee of registra tion can be
mad e after Oct. 9. Other testi ng
dates are Dec. 12, 1970, and Jan.
16, Feb . 27, April 24 and June 19,
1971.
TEACHER
EXAMS
National Tea cher examinations
for seniors prepari ng to teach
school have been set by the
Educational
Testing Service.
Dates are Nov. 14, 1970, and J a n.
30, April 3 and July 17, 1971.
Prospective
teachers
sh ould
contact school districts in which
they desire employment, or their
colleges, for specific information
about the e xams .

Engineering
auditorium
. department head. The discount
Saturday, 7:30 p.m. Cost per applies to books RS well as supperson will be 75 cents.
plies. Credit for negotiating the
discount goes to GSA.
DIXIE CLUB - Catch the
Dixie Spirit and come to our
FOLK DANCERS - Learn the
Rebel get•together Tuesday, Oct. dances of other countries each
6 in UB 335 at 7 p.m. It's a chance
Thursday at 7:30 p.m . in the
for those interested persons to recreation building (across from
see if they can catch the "Old the fieldhouse).
Southern Spirit" up North.
APPLICATIONS - Want to
DISCOUNTS - The Textbook
innuence your educatio n ? Apply
gives ten percent off to graduate
for an appointment to a studentstudents
who have teaching
facqlty committee on campus.
assignments . In order to obtain Applications are available in the
the discount, they must take in Activity Center or from the
their letter of appointment,
academic vice president's office
contract or a letter from their until Oct. 8.

From

...s:~

I

I
I
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Studentspacesdissolved

Tollbooth rising;will charge to park
There
is a tall concrete
structure being erected at the
south entrance to the UC parking
lot. When finished, it will be a toll
"booth complete with a lot attendant and a 25-cent toll charge.
The lot is geared for visitors,
and
Dee
Broadbent,
vice
president of business , designated
it as "an expanded visitor and
public service area." The lot will
serve
university
sponsored
conferences and institutes. Those
participating in the conferences
and institutes will be able to
obtain tickets ahead of time to be
presented to the lot attendant.
Toll Charge

Parking lot space not reserved
will be open for
students and faculty. The 25 cent
toll will be charged for anyone
entering the parking lot without
reservation tickets. There is no
time limit set on the toll charge,
IO a car can be parked in the lot
by the university

a whole day as long as it is not
taken out. But 25 cents will be
charged everytime a car enters
the lot.
The decision to change the
purpose of the lot was made last
year by a committee made up of
faculty,
students
and staff
members . The move results in
students losing 36 parking spaces
and staff losing 51 spaces.
More Students
"Parking
situation
is tight
right now," said Broadbent, "it
will be more so with the increase
in the student
population. "
Preregistration
figures indicated
there would be an increase of
about 500 students over last year.
But Broadbent
said students
would still be able to find parking
space in on the outlying parking
lots.
Previously,
the university
administration
had considered
the idea of sealing off the campus

to all cars, allowing them to be
parked on a series of periphery
parking lots. There would have
been a bus service for students
shuttling between the buildings.
But Broadbent
confirmed this
was only an idea and not a
proposed plan.

The only other parking change
anticipated
for the opeing of
school is a reduced sticker fee for
parking north of Tenth North in

HUGE& WILD DISCOUNTS!
STEREO

Parking Ramps

SPEEDY

The administration does ha ve a
plan to build parking ramps in
the near future. The only thing
that is holding off the constrUction is parking revenue to
pay off the installments
on a
construction bonctneeded to build
them. Broadbent indicated that
the cost of construction would
come to $120 per year for eac h
parking space. e said the money
could be raised if the price of
parking stickers is raised from
$7.50 to $15.

the stadium lot. Three dollars
will be charged for stickers in
this area.
Previously,
this
parking lot was free of charg_e.-

SEND

THE STUDENT
IEDONDO

& TAPES

RECORDS

SERVICE·

FOi

YOUI

FIEE

LIST -

STOIE

IEACH,

P.O. IOX 64
CALIFOINIA
90277

NAME------------------ADDIESS

ZIP _____

Here's your check
for college expenses
We'd like to give you a check for college. We call it the
Personal Plan Check. You'll call it great.
While this structure might resemble an outhouse, it is actually a toll booth being constructed by the llniversity to collect a 25-cent fee to park in the university center
parkinglot. (photo by Reiner)

OUTHOUSE? -

AMERICA'SFUNNIEST
MUSICAL

A FUNNY
THING

HAPPENEDON
THEWAY~llfEloRUM
Book

by

Mus,c

BUR]
SHfVflOVE
and lARRY
GflBARJ
& Lydcs by STEPHEN
SONDHEIM

Chase Fine Arts ·center
October 2 and 3 Curtain 8:00 p.m.

No minimum amount is required to open your Personal Plan
Checking Account. Checks are imprinted free with your name and
address when you open your account. You can even re-order
checks by mail. Important, too, is the small cost. Just 10¢ for each
check actually paid on your account. (Plus a small 25¢ monthly
service charge.)
But more important is the convenience of having a Personal
Plan Account. It can really help you stay on top of college expenses ... and not worry about receipts. Lost or otherwise.
Only one other check could be better than the Personal Plan.
A blank check made out to you personally. Even the Personal
Plan Check couldn't top that.

For my moneyit's.

WalkerBank·
CACHE VALLEY OFFICE-102

North Main Street
,i

_

YOUR

Open

SHOPPINGDaily

WINCHESTER

DOLLAR
GOES 8:'309p.m.
FARTHER
AT
LOW
COST! Sunday

PHEASANT

.Q
G.E.
CM-1

EKCO FORM

COFFEE
MAKER
·
$599

SHOETREES
Ste el , nicbl plated , adjustable .
hh:iil , forSl .29
Nawonly

~?~259

11 a.m.

Locally Owned
And Operated!!

I\

DUCK
and

to8p.m .

• DISHDRAINER
·Reg.to• UTILITY
TUB
$1.98
• PLASTIC
Your Choice
LAUNDRY

CX-126-12

ALM

88¢

89~

BASKET

HUNTING

BOOTS
INS\JlATEO

CORNINGWjf
TRIOSET

9-eyelet
TROJSL"
NATUk

CLOCK
RADIO

3-piece set that includes 1
I ½'and I¾ quart sizes with
lids and save MONEYI

3-

46
:.~-~~1~
0 $1288

17.18 Value, Reg. 9.99

$699

At low Cost ...

f'l~ISH

HAA DWOO!:> - NIC 11;r. L PL .. TCO
- .folJTOMATIC
L OCKI NG SC T or
RCT.t.l L
Sl

G .E. FACTORY

Now you can buy thi s unique

<I.L

NGO- -

1.49

89~

'299

PEDS

· ,: PANTY
HOSE
t.·

One size fits all! first
quality, all shades to
choosefrom. Reg. Sl.6S.

·Norelco
35T

Fast
relief
fromdry,
cracked
lips

Pint
size

low CostPri<t:

22~
- - - ---- - ---- - -----

-:-,
I
I

I
I

I

-------

Keys
Madeto Order

"?=

IMPERIAL
AQUA
NET
Regular Unscented

MODESS

:;~:~-:,ggc
Your Choice . . . . . .
With Thi s Clipping Only !

You,Choke

CO\JPON------

1

I
I

Plain 'Reg. 33c

Colored 'Reg. 44c

'159

1'3 oz. size

22~ 2 for 39e

_ -

Telar !

.:
nI I
At
, ~ , 'Freeze[

I

l! ~~ ·$119!
coupon

L ___________________

j:
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Yoshida,Bernstein
and Laneadded
to coachingstaff
Head Coach Chuck Mi1ls not

only had
the problem
of
rebuilding his team, but he had to
rebuild his coaching Staff.
Last year Coach Mills lost 22
lettermen and twO coaches. The
twenty-two lettermen were tough
to replace, but he had little
trouble finding. replacements for

Yoshida is the former head
coach of the Okinawa Marines
where he served in 1968. A four-

year veteran of the U.S. Marine
Corps, Yoshida attained the rank
of captain prior to his honorable
discharge in 1969.
Prior to serving in the Marine
Corps Yoshida was an assistant
his two lost coaches.
football coach at Garey High
The most drastic loss was Walt · School in Pomona, Calif.
Corey, defensive coordinator.
Coach Corey one of the original
Head coach Chuck Mills said of
members of Coach Mills staff,
Yoshida, "Cliff brings a great
was a close friend as well as
sense of discipline along with his
backfield coach. Coach Corey left
football knowledge.
Discipline
to return to his alma mater
among our linebackers will make
Miami university .
better play ers in that critical
position. We are very fortunate to
Al Prukop, a former Southern
add a coach of Cliff's caliber to
Cal quarterback,
was offensive
work directly with this area of
backfield coach. He left to take a
our defensive platoon. Yoshida
position at Idaho State univerhas already been instrumental in
sity.
our success in recruiting some
top flight linebackers."
Replacing these coaches are
five new assistants.
Cliff
Steve Bernstein, 26, will work
Yoshida, JI, will take coach
with the defensiv e corner backs
Corey's place as linebacker
and safety's. A 1967 graduate of
coach. Yoshida is a 1963graduate
Occidental
college
in Los
of Calllomla State Polytechnic
Bernstein
was the
CoUegeIn Pomona, Calif. In 1962 Angeles,
leading
rusher
for
the
Tigers
his
Yoshida was named to the small
senior year. Bernstein was a
college all-coast and all-America
defensive
back
coach
with
the
teams. He was also named
"athlete of the year" at Cal Poly . Okinawa Marines. He was also a
coach with the Quantico Marines
and the freshman coach at Occidental college.

student

life
means ...

YO'U

In 1968 he was a platoon com mander in Viet nam and received
the purple
heart.
A special
certificate
of
merit
was
presented to him in 1969 by Vice
President Spiro Agnew for outstanding work as a coordinator
for the President 's Council on
Youth Opportunity.
Sid Lane, 31, former player and
coach at Utah State returned as
an assistant working with the
offensive line. Lane is a 1970
graduate of USU and was an
assistant coach at USU in '69. He
is the brother of MacArthur Lane
who is a running back for the St.
Louis Cardinals .

WES GARNETT steps behind Bowling Green defender and files into end zone
for Aggie score on 26-yard pass from Tony Adams. Garnett also caught scoring
pass against Wyoming but it was nullifed by a penalty. (Reiner photo)

INJURED RECEIVERS Bain Brick (left) and Bob Gomez (center) are hoping
to get back into uniform soon and join teammate Bob Wicks (right) in Aggies'
drive for winning season. Brick has a hurt back and Gomez a shoulder separation.
Wicks is nation's leading punt returner. ('Life photo).

NEW MATERIAL

A Little
*

'Travel in

Santana

* Abraxas
* Free
"Fire and Water"
• Moody Blues
uores tion of Balance"
* Sugar Loaf
¢ Neil Young
"After the Gold Rush"
• Grand Funk
"Closer to Home"

'Music•

:r'"'

,_.(:,,

-~

·•-:·

.....
i,:.

liberation
--Sterec{
-r-,e
~··.•

'i

.51.WestJ:st.::Nirtlh.,..
:. :

,{:-1.
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Aggies explode_; Wichita·here Saturday
Here 's the chronological list of
fireworks:
(I) -- Mid-way in third quarter
Tom Murphy blocks Cowboy punt
and Ags take safety. USU 8 Wyo.
23

By Greg Hansen
'Llfe Sports Editor

JOHN STRYCULA gets good protection from John Forzani
(60) on his way ro 73-yard punt return agai nst Bowlin g Green.
Last Saturday, Strycu la was phenomenal in USU's 42-29 triumph
over Wyoming. ('Life photo)

Lobosstun Utes;
Cougarslose 17-0
Western
Athletic
football
favorite Utah, overlooking ce llar
pick New Mexico, dropped
a
shocking 34-28 grid upset in Salt
Lake City \asl Saturday,
34-28.
Th e

Utes,

decisive

winn ers

over Texas-El Paso last week,
were rated among
the top
Wes tern teams and shot to a
quick 21-3 lead in the first period.
But the Wotrpack, behind the
power running of Fred Henry,
fought from behind to take an
unbelievabl e 31-21 halftirr e lead
and held on to whip th e R edskins .

The Lobos racked up 508 ya rds
intotal offense in the tilt which
almost
ruin ed U·.ah ' s WAC
championship hopes.
Utah
qua rter ba c k Scooter
Longmire had a bad day in the air
and was not help •:d at all by
Utah 's porou s defensive backfield -- a unit that incl ude s a llamerican
ho p e ful
Norm
Thompson.

Scott Freeman hits John Griffin
with 45-yard scori ng pass . USU 36
Wyo 29 with 2:54 remaining.
(7) Moving 63 yards in seven
When Utah State was piling up
plays, Reuter scores on 12-yard
all sor ts of grid prestige in the
pass from Adams. Adams adds
early 1960's, about the only thing
PAT and final score stands 42-29.
they didn't
do was beat a
Strycula was outstanding in the
Wyomin "g football
team
in
(2) -- Starti ng on their own 35,
win, passing for a touchdown,
Laramie. In fact, the last time a Adams rolls out for 19 yards.
catch ing two touchdown passes
U-State team won in the cold city
Adams hits Wicks for a first down
was 1939. At that time we were
on the W-24. Adams pitches to and rushing for 81 yards to lead
the Ags in both pass receiving
called the 'o ld AC.'
Strycula who fires an option pass
But in the years from 1940-69 to Giles for the sco re . Adams
and rushinR.
Giles pick ed up 56 yards on nine
Utah State didn't play in Laramie
passes to Strycula for the twowith John Strycula, Tony Adams,
point conversio n. USU 16 Wyo. 23 carries while Adams, showi ng
Ed Giles or Paul Reuter. With
great potential of things to come,
that combination
it was easy-ran for 51 yards •· one a 46 ya rd
(3) --Terry Littledyke kicks off
well, sort of-- 42-29 with 34 of the and hits Ed Car ducci hard
touchdown on a rollout-- a nd
42 points coming in the final nine causing
passed for 156. yards on 11 of 29
fumble.
Kent
Ba er
passes . He didn't suffer a si ngle
minutes.
recovers on Poke 19. On first
Some say that the win was the down Adams hits Strycu la for
interception.
biggest at USU in a decade
Wes Garnett,
Wicks, Reuter
touchdown. Craig Smith's twomaybe 25 years. Coach Chuck
point pass is blocked. USU 22 and Strycula all caug ht three
Mills , though, didn't show any
passes for respective yardage of
Wyo . 23 with 8:55 to play.
special favoritism and said, " it
31,57,15and 86.
ha s to rank with our win over
This Saturday, USU will host
(4) -- Forcing punt and in turn
Army and any win ove r Utah and
Wichita in a big revenge battle. It
punting away possession, Poke
BYU."
will be ' Fill the Stadium' Dav for
defender fumbles on own nine
Utah State .
We'll say it ranks with 1967's and Tom Forzani recovers for
.The largest Romney Stadiu m
twin victories
ove r Memphis
USU . On first down aga in, Adams
crowd ever has been 17,660
State, and San Diego State and
fire s to R euter in end zone for
aga inst Utah in 1968 and with the
last years Army tr iumph.
touchdown. Adams kick s PAT ;
much-sought
after revenge
in
Down 23-6 mid -way through th e
USU 29 Wyo 23
store for Wichita , it should be a
third period, most of the USU
great game to watch .
faithful turned off their radio 's
(5) -- Forced to punt, USU takes
In Mills ' first game as head
and forgot abo u t any v ictory .
P oke punt on own 34. Giles runs
Aggie taskmaster.
WSU tied a
Most of the press box occupants
19 yards to W-45. Adams pass to
great USU team 3-3. Last season,
were penciling their leads -- with
Strycula goes in for touchdown.
Wichita stunned the Aggies 17-7,
Wyoming the victor.
Adams misses PAT. USU 36 Wyo
in th e season opener.
But Strycula, Adams, Giles and
Kickoff lime will be I :30 p.m.
Re tuer turned the tables on the 23
and student
body cards will
Pokes and ex plode d for five
(6) After kickoff, Wyoming
admit all Utah State stude nts on
touchdowns to st un the 21,117 fan s
the east s ide.
scores on seco nd down whe n QB
in Memorial Stadium.

Erro r -p lag ued Brigham Young
dropped to its second consecutive
defeat, suffering their first home
shut out in the history of its new
stad ium. as UTEP over powe r ed
the Cougars in a Western Athletic
Conference tilt, 17-0.
The Miners jumped to a 14-0
lead in the opening peri od on a
Paul Adamian-run a nd a 47-yard
pass play from Bill Craigo to
Billy Taylor.
A 41-yard field goal by Jeff
White
in the
third
period
wrapped up the scoring in the
lackluster game before a crowd
of

27,408.

Brigham Young march ed 75
yards to the UTEP two in the
second period but failed to score.
With a first-down on the two,
quart e rback
Rick Jones
was
dropped for a six-yard loss and
then failed on two passing attempts. On fourth down a fake
field goal was broken up a nd
UTEP took ove r on the 16.
BYU previously got derailed b y
small college Western Michigan,

35-8.
SEWING
PRINTING
LEATHER WORK

WOODWORK

GLASS BLOWING

LAPIDARY

BEGINNIN G PIA NO

SELF DEFENSE

RADIO ANNOUNCING

OIL PAINTING

MONEY MANAGEMENT

MACHINE SHOP

PROBLEMS IN DATING

HORSESHOEING

HORSEBACK RIDING

ETC .. ETC.

PREPARING VEN ISON

... THISIS NOT
A COMPLETE

AUTO CARE (WOMEN)
BALLROO M DANCE

LISTING.

BODY CONDITIONING

CONTINUING

EDUCATION
COURSES
FOR
PERSONAL
ENRICHMENT
ELDON LIU (80), applies tackle to Bowling Gre en quarterback
Vern Wireman In USU wi n two weeks ago . Liu, a junior, is one
of top defensive linemen on Aggie squad . ('Life photo by Al
Reiner .)

FORFURTHER
INFORMATION
NSTITUTE

JO)

J

1v .

CAU ,

752-4100

EXT. 7283 or 74'5

Register Union Center
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Kickingplan makes
or breaksAggies
By Pre1ton Peter■on
A11't. Sporu Editor
After three tough games the
Aaales have learned the im•
portance of a "good"

kicking

pme.
Against Kansas State, Utah
State learned that you can't win
football games against a team
when you give them the ball
COD1l1tently inside the 50 yard
line. Against any team preventing a team from scoring would
bave been a cliallenge, but
qainst
Kansas State it was
impossible. Lynn Dickey and
Kansas State it was impossible.
Lynn Dickey and Kansas State
are a great offensive team and
even though

the USU

defense

held them to 271 yards in total
offense they couldn't keep KSU
from scoring 37 points. In fact the
longest Kansas State drive was
only 48 yards.
Mickey Doyle, the USU punter,
had
a
disappointing
intercollegiate premiere with a 22.1
average. All the fault really can't
fall on Dole; many times during
the 1ame he was rushed hard and
bad bad snaps from center. The
nezt week Dole reversed his
trend and set a new USU stadium
record wilh a 69•yard kick
qalnst Bowling Green.
The Bowling Green game
proved lhal a good kicking game
Nta up both the offense and the
defense. Doyle's
kicks kept
Bowling Green outs ide USU
territory
most or the time.
Defense la a lot easier when your
not camped on your own goal
line. Against Bowling Green the
Acgteaintercepted three passes
for a 14yard average. The Aggies

recovered one Bowling Green
fumble compared to losing two of
six fumbles
against
Kansas
State .
Kick.off's for Utah State had
been done by Blaine Smith . Smith
really didn't have a chance to
show what he is capable of doing.
Late in the first half against
Bowling Green he sustained a
knee injury that will keep him out
of action for about a month. U.ntil
his return Terry Littledike will be
doing the Kick .o ffs and Tony
Adams will do the pofnt•afters.
The USU kicking game showed
that it could hold its own against
the highly rated Bob Jacobs of
Wyoming. As expected Jacobs,
led in statistics, but Utah State
wasn't really hurt by his kicking .
Jacobs had been rated as a super•
man who could kill a team with
his toe. He didn't.
Utah Slate had four punts
returned;
Wyoming had ten .
Wyoming lead in punting average
by only one yard 43•42. Utah State
had no punts blocked although a
bad snap gave up six points,
Wyoming was blocked once for a
safety.
Utah State should be good for a
long time because both Smith and
Doyle are sophomores and have
the potential of being standouts.
USU can't wait for them to
develop though .
The rest of the Utah State
schedule is as tough as the first
three games. Next week the
Aggies face Wichita State at
home, but the big test for the
Aggies will be Kentucky at
Lexington.
Kentucky
defeated
Kansas
State earlier this year and Is one
of the surprise teams in the
Southeastern
Conference
.
Kentucky returns 8 of 11 defen•
sive players and 10 of 11 offensive
players who started last year.

Ags' Robe·rts
is honored
Utah State's

Marvin

Roberts

bu been named to Street and
Smith's pre.season
basketball
All•,\merican
poll released
Monday. Roberts, usu·, Most
Valuable Player in both his
IOphomore and junior seasons,
hu averaged well over 20 points
per game in both seasons.
A Brooklyn, New York native,
Roberts has scored in the 40's on
ftve occasions during his career,
but hla best all•around outing was
probably In usu·, loss to UCLA
la1t season
in the western
fellonal finals as he earned a
lpOton lhe All-Tournament team.
A111ttn Carr of Notre Dame
lalnecl lhe moat votes on the
Street and Smith poll and was
Joined
by Sidney Wicks of UCLA.
lalu, Roche of South Carolina,
lllck Yunkus of Georgia, Artis
Gilmoreof Jack1011vllie and Jim
llcDanlel1 of We■tern Kentucky
• the ftr■ t team.
Tbe only other player from the
.:latermountaln area to get any
~lion
••• WIilie Sojourner of
:weber State. UCLA wu picked to
I u National champ ■ •

Wrestlers
meet today
All wrestlers are invited to a
meeting this afternoon at 4 p.m.
in the wrestling room in the north
end of the fieldhouse. Coach Bob
Carlson welcomes all former
wrestlers
as well as anyone
wishing to try out for this year's
team.
Practice for the 1970-71season
la slated to get underway in the
near future, so all those in•
terested are encouraged to attend
today's meeting.

student

life
means ..

SPORTS

By Grea Hansen
The traveling press contingent that covers the
Aggies was talking about U-State football fortunes prior to the Wyoming-USU grid tilt last
Saturday:
"It's "ironic that the Aggies played so well In
the early l960's and built a football reputation
and schedule to match their great teams and now
must face national powers with the weak
program they have . It could be quite em•
barrassing,"
the consensus agreed. And their
summations were abso lut ely valid.
Even more talk, agreed by all, said that the
Aggies needed a house.cleaning if they were to
build a program of any stature. At least to the
likes of Texas, Oklahoma , Nebraska , Florida
State, LSU and Kansas State ... future opponents
of USU. The Aggies were falling on their grid
kissers and the town that once backed John
Ralston• Tony Knapp football to the hilt , was
spending Saturday afternoon doing things like
staying away from Romney Stadium.
Of the 8,000•plus hearty fans that watched the
thrilling 33•14win over Bowling Green, half were
Boy Scouts or early•arrivlng
USU students.
Cheers ... despite the victory ... were scarce.

Potentially

Great

Coach Chuck Mills had to be a bit bewildered.
The Ags had a very young team and an op•
timistic future to go with it. He had been known
for his ability to win the big games . . .. 28•14ove r
Memphis State , 19•18over Utah, 31·25 over San
Diego State , 20·0 over Wiscon sin, 23•7 ove r Army
and now 42·29 over Wyoming . And still the people
were clammoring for a shake. up .
Now maybe they'll get back on his sh ip.
It's not everyday a football team bombs
Wyoming in Lar amie. Research can produce
only two losses since '65 and the last Aggie win
there was in '39. And research, at least from this
desk, cannot spot a team with as much potential
as this amazing Aggie bunch. I c la im to be no
football expert, as such , but I'v e see n every in•
state Aggie grid tilt since 1960 a nd can see a
special trauma in the current Big Blu e ranks.
Said Mills two days prior to the K·State loss:
"We are very young and in-experienced but we
have the possibilities of bec omi ng a good football
team. If we can get a fe,., "'Ood breaks and a
minimum of serious inju r
I expect to see a
real good football team
P. fourth or fifth
game." A swami he may
e.
Through three games th e
have had but one
serious injury. That a knee injury to reserve
guard Bruce Burtenshaw . Back•up receiver Bain
Brick is ailing with a back injury but aside from
those two, team physician Dr. John Worley and
trainer Dick Melhart have had joyou s jobs.
The breaks ... bouncing away from USU in the
K·State game and the first half of both Bowling
Green and Wyoming, are now turning for Mills.
The pace by which Mills set his 'je\ling' period, is
far ahead of schedule.

Fine Football Talent
Mills has been someth ing of a mystery to the
Logan backers since he arrived in 1967. He has
been neither extreme or slight in his relations
with the downtown factor . He has paid his at•
tention, firstly and finally, to his 'kids', as he
fatheringly calls them. He has been a man of
many faces to the public. Hence, the quick signs
of discredit when the Ags fell on a (3•7) year
alter 7.2.1 and 7-3 successes. It was premature to
jump ship.

This fall It has been a lime of crisis and divided
loyalties . The losers have become winners. The
Aggies were beaten badly In their opene r by a
strong KSU team but were far from unlm•
pressive . Rather , they were, In a 37-0 loss, Im"..
pressive .
Monday morning critics were unabashed to
say the Ags lack ed polish In the Bowling Green
victory. What they forgot to say, was that USU's
young team finally gained a few breaks and
capitalized. What they didn't §eem to remember
was that USU had finally Jelled-· at least to some
extent. And what they fearlessly forecasted was
to wait until Saturday when Wyoming whipped
us , then start yelling 'Fire' . What they should
have been yelli ng was 'Wolf!'
Against Wyoming the Aggies played football
like a guy kicking down a back door in a police
raid. While they were scoring 34 points in the
fin81 nine minut es, they hit so hard that it looked
like Merlin Olsen, Clark Miller and Len Rhode
a11 over again.
" This Utah State bunch s_howed they were a
real good football team when they failed to give
up after we had the m down," Cowboy mentor
Lloyd Eaton confessed.
"Things looked almost Insur mountabl e in the
third quarter ... but our kids showed the kind of
confidence in thems elves that makes young men
winners ," Mills admitted.
"Our assistant coaches ... Dewey Wade, Jess
Cone, Garth Hall , Clitf Yoshida , Jeff Fries , Steve
Bernstein, Nick Cuccia, Sid Lane.
what a
job!" Her e was the clincher. In the position to
take all the credit, Mills passed it to others like
he was holding a branding iron. In winning times
he had displayed the best of act ions; crediting
his assistants a nd players .

Adams Solves QB
Sticking his neck out with sophomore quarterback Tony Adam s over hometown favorite
Craig Smith, Mills ' wildest hopes materialized
against Wyoming when Adams dazzled the 21,000
spectators. He ran 46 yards for one score, then
tied an all•time USU record with four touchdown
passes. He hasn't won the job where Smith
failed, quite the contrary because Smith is an ·
outstanding at hlete, but he simply played great
football for a 20-year old sophomore .
The Aggie talent is budding like a sp ring
botanical festival. John Strycula Is a winner and
plays only that way . He is among the nation's
best. Ed Giles is going to be a standout at
fullback and he's got plenty of backup help in
Jerry Holmes , Steve Taylor and Joe Corey.
Tight•end Paul Reuter is rated in the count ry's
elite ... and he's playing even•steven with Mike
Corrigan. Wes Garnett and Bob Wicks are two of
the finest receivers around and their help from
Tom Forzani and Bain Brick is strict ly top•
notch.
An offensive line of Dave Cox, Holger Hansen,
John Forzani, Al Faccinto, Wes Miller, Steve
Milbrandt and Jeff Jorgensen Is the Aggie
strong-point.
Defensively, Mills has went with the hard·
nosed performers . . guys like Tom Murphy,
Tom Kelso , Bill Dunstan , Wendell Brooks, Ty
Couey, Mike Jones and Bob Bloom and has
transformed the weakest USU area Into a first
class unit .
Miracles do not come easy, not even for 'The
Miracle Worker. ' But the Aggies are not asking
for miracles ... just patience .

Twins,Oriolesopen play
American
Leagu e
east
champion Baltimore, baseball's
best team••percentage wise-•will
enter the American
League
Championship S~ries against the
Minnesota
Twins as heavy
favorites.
The reason? Three 20•game
winners grace the Oriole mound
staff, the first such occurance
since the 1954 Cleveland Indians
pulled the trick.
Mike Cuellar, Dave McNally
and Jim Palmer have combined
for over 70 of the Orioles' 105
victories as the Orioles coasted to
the flag by some 12 games over
second place New York.
The Yankees, who posted the
fourth best record of the 2-i major
league teams , won 93 games and
loat 69 and comparatively, would
have won the National League
Eastern Division by some five
games
over the Pittsburgh

Pirates .
The Orioles will depend on a
talented hitting attack of John
'Boog' Powell, Frank and Brooks
Robinson and Don Buford to
defeat the Twins--winners of the
West by nine games
over
Oakland .
Minnesota,
who lost two
straight
in the playoffs
to
Baltimore last season, will rely
on the 23-game pitching arm of
Jim Perry . Unknown Tom Hall
will start the second game for the
Twins, but manager Bill Rigney
has a superb bullpen with lefty
Ron Perranoski and right•hander
Stan Williams.
Harmon Killebrew, Tony Oliva
and Cesar Tovar highlight an
awesome Twin batting attack
that may be complemented by
the return of batting champion
Rod Carew. Carew has been out
for four months with knee

problems and is in shape to play
again. Howev er, Carew's spot at
second base ha s been filled more
than adequately by rookie Doug
Thompson and Carew may find
himself in the outfield a long with
Oliva, Tovar and Brant Alyea.
In the national league, Cin•
cinatti, Western winner, will
travel to Pitt sburgh Saturday to
pen the championship series with
the Pirates , decisive winners
over both New York and Chicago.
Losing rookie se nsation Wayne
Simpson didn't help the Reds , but
manager Sparky Andersen is
more than strong with Jim
McGlothlin, Tony Cloninger, Jim
Merrit and Gary Nolan on his
mound staff.
Bue pilot Dan Murtaugh will
start Dock Ellis In the opener and
follow with Steve Blass, Bob
Veale or Luke Walker .

CAN YOU KEEP UP WITH THE KNOWLEDGE
EXPLOSION USING YOUR PRESENT
READING SKILL?
HOW MUCH TIME
AND EFFORT
IS IT GOING
TO TAKE
TO KEEP
CURRENT
IN YOUR FIELD
NOW AND
IN THE FUTURE?
Reading Dynamics is as new and modern as the age in which we live. It is geared to meet the needs of all
those who thirst after knowledge in this complicated world where so much must be accomplished in so little
time. With its techniques the professional man who must not grow obsolete on his job can keep abreast of the
steady flow of books and journals that cross his desk. The scholar who would dedicate his life to research can
take advantage of the material which has already been researched, instead of just a fraction of it. The student
who would go on to higher education is equipped with the skills to 111akehimself a highly effective reader.

HOW MUCH WOULD IT BE
WORTH TO YOU TO BE ABLE
TO DO ALL YOUR READING
STUDYTHREETO EIGHT TIMES
FASTER AND WITH BETTE[
COMPREHENSION?

AT READING DYNAMICS YO.U CAN LEARN:
• better study methods
• ways of recalling information months later
• methods of accumulating and compiling all of the
information you study at this faster rate
• ways to approach different kinds of reading to
get the most out of it
·
• how to analyze material critically

WHAT COULD THIS MEAN TO YOU AND YOUR EDUCATION IN JUST A SHORT TIME?
WOULD IT BE WORTH AN EIGHT WEEK COURSE}HAT

YOlJ CAN DO ALONG WITH

YOUR SCHOOL WORK TO PREPAREYOURSELF FOR A LIFETIME OF STUDY?
KNOWLEDGE IS ONLY BOOKS AW A Y
WILL YOU TAKE ADVANTAGE

OF THE OPPORTUNITY?

COME
TOAFREE
READING
DYNAMICS
DEMONSTRA
SEEFREEDEMONSTRATION
CACHE COUNTY LIBRA'RY

Last Chance Today
Wednesday, Sept. 30
5 and 8 p.m.

&~

• Youwill see a Reading Dynamicsgraduate read at
amazing $pods troni a book he has never seen
before and then tell in, detail what he has read.
• Youwill see a documentedfilm that includes inter•
views with Univerlity protessorl who have taken
the courle,
• Youwill learn how we can help you to faster read•
ing, with Improvedcomprehensionand greater rt•
call,
Each demonstration lasts I hour and 15 minutes.

Now Registering for 'Foll Classes
Call 752-5478
MoneyBack OuaranlH
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READING

DYNAMICS

SALT LAKECITY, 320 South Third East • Tel. 328-0121

OGDEN, Tel. 394-2664

INSTITUTE
PROVO, 290 North University • 373-0414

